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“Holiday traditions and gift-giving may look very different 
this year, so marketers need to ensure they’re adding 
value to consumers' lives and helping them stay 
connected to who and what they care about most.”

CEO, Criteo
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Consumers Are Back to Their Old Spending Habits

Retail Sales Keep Up Recovery in July

“[June marked] the first 
month since the start of 

the pandemic when 
shoppers spent more 
than a year earlier.”

–”Midsummer Shopping In 
Recovery Mode: July Retail 

Sales Rise 1.2%,”
Alina Selyukh, NPR
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But They Aren’t Spending in the Same Ways

Product Page Views

Product page views (browsing activities) 
have increased YoY due to store 

closures caused by COVID-19. Shoppers 
are more engaged with retailers’ onsite 

inventory than they were in 2019 and we 
expect heightened browsing behavior to 

continue through the 2020 holiday 
season.

*values indexed to January 2020 Source: Criteo data, United States, Retail
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5 Predictions for
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Trend #1

All gift-givers and holiday shoppers will lean on ecommerce, and many will also want to visit stores.

Retail Data from 14,000 retailers in 38 countries across all continents, Criteo 2020.

In May, we asked US consumers how they planned to shop 

over the next few months:

64%
miss going to  
physical stores

65%
are already or will 
be comfortable  
shopping in malls 
by mid-October

88%
planned to continue 
purchasing gifts online 
and sending them to
recipients

2x
Research from Signifyd shows that 
buy online, pick up in store (BOPIS) 
orders more than doubled globally 
in June. - Source

Online retail sales were 

30% higher 

in the Americas from 

June 15-28 compared 

to a pre-pandemic 

average from February 

2-February 14.

https://www.signifyd.com/ecommerce-business-data-covid-19-crisis-pulse/
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Trend #2

Apps are going to influence holiday shoppers across every stage of the funnel.

We asked US consumers about their app behaviors while they spent more time at home:

Their most-downloaded apps in 
the last six months: Data from AppsFlyer also showed that as 

of June 25, shopping app revenue in the 
US had more than doubled since 
lockdowns began in mid-March.

51%
downloaded at  least one
shopping app during the
coronavirus outbreak

60% retail shopping apps 

59% gaming apps 

56% streaming apps

33%

said they use one or more of their 
newly downloaded shopping apps 

multiple times per week

2x
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Trend #3

Loyalty is more important than ever – and new online shoppers are a big opportunity.

We asked US consumers about product discovery and purchases:

39% 37% 33%

purchased from some online 
stores for the  first time during 

the peak of COVID-19

discovered brands 
selling their  products 
directly to consumers

discovered small 
merchants that  they 

didn’t previously know
about

said they’re likely to keep 
purchasing  from the new 

stores they discovered

83%
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Trend #4

New lifestyles mean new holiday gift choices.
Americans discovered (or rediscovered) activities 

that they plan to continue:

55%
said the crisis period was a 
good  opportunity to make 
lifestyle changes

36%
exercising at home

25%
gardening

52%
cooking at home

50%
spending time at home

Sales are spiking across these categories: 

Visit Criteo’s Product Insights Finder on Criteo.com
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Trend #5

Holiday travel will stay local — or virtual.
We asked US consumers what they’ll feel 

comfortable doing by mid-October:

68%
going on weekend trips

50%
taking a train

47%
traveling by plane

62% 64%

of US consumers are 
looking forward to 

traveling again 

will be wary of planes 
and trains for some time
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What will happen on
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Trend #1

The peak shopping season will begin well ahead of Black Friday.

Buyers who shop for the first time from a retailer 

during Black Friday weekend make their first 

online visit 41 days prior on average.

Source: Criteo Data, Apparel, United States, Q4 2019, all devices combined.

Source: Criteo Data, All Retail, United States, compared to average in October 2019.

Criteo data shows 
that in 2019, retail 
traffic was already 

up 46% a full 10 
days prior to
Black Friday.
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When is
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Trend #2

More Black Friday deals will resemble Cyber Monday – and even extend beyond Cyber Week.

+334%
online retail sales spike in the US on Black Friday 

Visit Criteo’s Seasonal Sales Dashboard on Criteo.com

Black Friday:

+395%
Mass Merchants

+389%
Computing/High Tech

+991%
Sporting Goods

+458%
Health/Beauty

+330%
online retail sales spike in the US on Cyber Monday

Looking Back to 2019:

Indexed traffic and sales data is compared to the average in the first four 
weeks of October (1-28) 2019, excluding applications..
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Trend #3

Shoppers will bounce across different devices before they purchase. 

Source: Criteo Data, All Retail, United States, Q4 2019. Source: Criteo Data, All Retail, United States, Q4 2019, 
Web, Mobile Web, and App combined.

40%
of new Black Friday
weekend buyers made 
their first purchase from a 
different browsing 
environment than the 
one they first visited

Before a transaction
during Black Friday 
weekend, retailer 
properties were browsed
on an average of two 
different browsing
environments

of matched in-store 
transactions follow 
mobile touchpoints59%

Source: Criteo Data, All Retail, United States, Black Friday 
weekend transactions 2019.
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3 Steps to Build the Right 
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Step #1

Target the Most 

Find New, Interested Shoppers

Criteo Commerce Audiences
Drive interest from new audiences shopping for 
items like yours and acquire new customers.

Criteo Similar Audiences
Drive interest from new audiences that look like 
your best customers and acquire new customers.

Re-engage Existing 
Customers

Criteo Contact Lists
Re-engage your customers 
and drive sales online, in-app, 
or in-store.
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Criteo Shopper Graph Criteo AI Engine Everyone sees relevant ads

Step #2

Make Your Ads

The Right Content
Every ad is relevant and speaks

to the individual. 

The Right Context
Serve ads at moments when a consumer

is likely to make a purchase.
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What is shopping intent data? 

Our identity graph, the Criteo Shopper 
Graph, contains our exclusive intent 
data. Our technology observes real-time 
browsing and purchasing behaviors to 
see real customer journeys and 
purchase intent, including: 

Step #3

Drive results on 
every channel:

Your 
Website 

Your 
App 

Your 
Stores

Connect the dots across all the channels where people shop:

Use Shopping Intent

2.5B+
active 
online 
shoppers

$900B
annual 
ecommerce 
transactions 

Ad Click
Product PageView

Homepage
Visit

CategoryView Subscriptions

App Installs

Ad Impression

Ad Click

Product Page
View

120+
Intent 
signals per 
shopper
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Seeing it All
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How to Grow Your Customer Base
Mission: A health and beauty brand wants to capture the new demand for their products and 
acquire new customers in the peak shopping season.

Criteo Commerce 
Audiences

New Website 
Visitors

The brand sees 
an increase in 
new, interested 
shoppers coming 
to their website 
and browsing. 

Criteo for Customer
Re-engagement

To bring back new 
visitors who left 
without buying, the 
brand launches a 
campaign to re-
engage them.

Product Discovery 
& Purchases

The brand helps new 
customers discover the 
products they want to 
buy with product 
recommendations 
based on a consumer’s 
overall behaviors—not 
just the last items they 
viewed.

The brand targets 
consumers that are 
new to the company 
and actively shopping 
for similar products 
and brands.

Repeat 
Customers

The brand continues 
to re-engage new 
customers and 
launches campaigns 
to drive sales on its 
website and app.
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+1.7M
new customers 

reached

85%
of new customers 
were re-engaged

As part of a full-funnel strategy, Sephora launched campaigns to renew its customer base.

Sephora Re-engaged 85% of New Visitors with Criteo
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